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President Elizabeth Warren Warren’s my candidate. I love what she has to say and how she says it. I’ve 
read both of her autobiographical books (she’s written many ~ note that I’ve 
linked to Amazon because it lists many of her books all on one page, but if 
you’re going to buy a book, anyone’s book, please buy it on IndieBound.org 
and support our local independent bookstores).

As professor, author and voting activist Mona Field writes: “In the Presidential 
primary vote your conscience now. IN NOVEMBER VOTE DEMOCRAT. 
PERIOD. VOTE BLUE NO MATTER WHO.  And make sure your friends in 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio, Florida, Pennsylvania, Arizona all do the same!”

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

District 33 Ted W. Lieu Ted Lieu’s been my guy since he was my state representative. He’s articulate, 
fearless and humorous ~ exactly what we need right now. I’m only bummed he 
can’t run for President (he was born in Taiwan).

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY

District 66 Al Muratsuchi I’ll never forget sitting around our kitchen table with Al Muratsuchi and his staff 
after a house party in his first campaign for state rep. Al’s one of the good 
guys.

JUDICIAL
LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
Note: lacdp = los angeles county democratic party; lacba = los angeles county bar association rating.

Judge, Seat 17 Shannon Kathleen 
Cooley

Deputy District Attorney, County of Los Angeles (note: she is running 
unopposed; I know nothing about her except what’s on her website)

Judge, Seat 42 Linda L. Sun Linda L. Sun is rated Qualified by the LACBA. She’s endorsed by Ted Lieu and 
lots of other folks you’ll recognize, as well as the LACDP and the LA County 
Federation of Labor

Judge, Seat 72 Steve Morgan Steve Morgan is rated Well Qualified by the LACBA. He’s currently a Deputy 
District Attorney County of LA, endorsed by LACDP, LA County Federation of 
Labor, lots of Democratic clubs. He’s also endorsed by one of my very smart 
friends,  Beach Cities Health District trustee, Vanessa Poster.

Judge, Seat 76 Emily Cole Cole is rated Qualified by the LACBA. She is running unopposed. (A fun bit of 
trivia: one of Cole’s opponents, listed as Judge Mike Cummins, who is rated 
Not Qualified by the LACBA, ran unsuccessfully for another office in 2006, 
then went into private practice and legally changed his first name to “Judge.”)

Judge, Seat 80 David Berger Berger is currently a Deputy District Attorney, County of LA and is rated 
Qualified by the LACBA. He’s endorsed by the LACDP, the LA Country 
Federation of Labor among other organizations.

Judge, Seat 97 Sherry L. Powell Powell is currently a Deputy District Attorney, County of LA is rated Qualified 
by the LACBA. She’s endorsed by LACDP, LA County Federation of Labor, 
Stonewall Dems and many more.
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Judge, Seat 129 Kenneth M. Fuller Fuller is rated Qualified by the LACBA. He’s currently a Deputy District 
Attorney, County of LA and is endorsed by LACDP, LA County Federation of 
Labor, the Stonewall Dems and more.

Judge, Seat 131 Michelle Kelly Kelly is running unopposed. Her website is curiously incomplete.

Judge, Seat 141 Lana Kim Kim is running unopposed.

Judge, Seat 145 Adan Montalban Montalban is rated Qualified by the LACBA. He’s currently a Deputy District 
Attorney, County of LA. He’s endorsed by the LACDP, the LA County 
Federation of Labor, lots of Dem clubs, lots of police organizations, and the 
Loyola Law School Project for the Innocent, among others.

Judge, Seat 150 Tom Parsekian Parsekian is rated Qualified by the LACBA.  He’s endorsed by Representative 
Adam Schiff (aren’t you proud Schiff is from California?),  Representative 
Maxine Waters, State Senator Ben Allen, lots of Dem clubs and many others.

Judge, Seat 162 Scott Andrew Yang Yang is rated Well Qualified by the LACBA.

COUNTY
LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Supervisor, District 4 Janice Hahn Hahn, the incumbent,  is endorsed by the LACDP, US Congressmember 
Ted Lieu, US Senator Diane Feinstein, California State Senator Ben Allen, 
California Assembly Member Al Muratsuchi, the Sierra Club, Planned 
Parenthood Advocacy Project Los Angeles County Action Fund (whew–long 
name!), and lots of unions and police associations.

District Attorney George Gascón I heard a representative of the Gascón campaign present to a meeting of  
Generation Blue and was very impressed.  A former LA beat cop, Arizona Chief 
of Police and San Francisco DA, he’s an advocate for justice reform. Gascón’s 
challenging the incumbent, Jackie Lacey.  Jackie Lacey has not prosecuted 
police officers, despite evidence of wrong-doing. Gascón is endorsed by the 
LA Democratic Party, the Stonewall Dems, and the Los Angles County Young 
Dems. Other supporters include  Americans for Democratic Action of Southern 
California, The Los Angeles League of Conservation Voters, and lots of 
unions. 

PARTY COMMITTEE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY COUNTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE

Member, Assembly 
District 66

Ray L. Waters I first met Ray in 2007 when we were organizing a rally in Manhattan Beach. 
He’s the guy who shows up to help from beginning to the bloody end at every 
Democratic event, no matter how how blazing hot or rainy it maybe. He’s one 
of the good guys.

Angelica Scherp So many of my very smart friends have great things to say about her.

Connie Sullivan Connie’s been involved for years, always organizing. 

Bobbi Buescher Bobbi is another one who’s been in the trenches at every event. Worth our 
vote.

There are 10 candidates; you can vote for up to 7. Keep in mind that the fewer you vote for, the more each of your votes count. 
Note: if you are using a voting machine, be sure to scroll down to see all the candidates.

County Measure R YES This is about the Sheriff Civilian Oversight Commission, compelling production 
of records and witnesses, reviewing the handling of complaints and more.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Proposition 13 
(note: this is 
completely unrelated 
to the famous Prop. 
13)

YES I have mixed feelings about bonds, which may feel painless, but which we’re 
ultimately passing on to the next generation of tax payers. 
But…it’s hard for me to say no to a measure which is for “construction and 
modernization of public education facilities.”  So, somewhat reluctantly I’m 
voting yes.
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